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Abstract—For Delay-Tolerant Networks (DTNs) many routing
algorithms have been suggested. However, their performance
depends heavily on the applied scenario. Especially heterogeneous
scenarios featuring known and unknown node movements as well
as different kinds of data lead to either poor delivery ratios or
exhausted network resources.
To overcome these problems this paper introduces DataDriven Routing for DTNs. Data is categorized according to its
requirements into priority queues. Each queue applies an appropriate DTN routing algorithm that fits the data requirements
best. Simulation results show that Data-Driven Routing allows
high delivery ratios for time-critical data while saving network
resources during the transfer of less time-critical data at the same
time.
Index Terms—Delay-Tolerant Networks (DTNs), Routing, Forwarding, Epidemic, Spray&Wait, Prophet

I. I NTRODUCTION
The realization of communication in delay-tolerant scenarios requires routing algorithms specialized for discontinued
communication paths and unknown node movement. Many
routing algorithms focus on fast data delivery by utilizing
every communication possibility available. As a consequence,
the network load grows extensively due to large amounts of
created and transfered data packet copies. Other algorithms
aim at network resource saving and may lead to significant
delivery latencies.
Most real-world DTN scenarios include a broad range of
data. Some data might be highly time-critical but relatively
small in terms of data size (e.g. error data), other data might
be larger but less time-critical (e.g. log data). Looking at
DTN routing / forwarding algorithms, this results in a trade
off between fast delivery and network resource saving. Especially scenarios including highly mobile nodes with unknown
movement behaviors are challenging. Currently, there is no
possibility to achieve fast delivery for time-critical data while
using a resource saving delivery for non-critical data at the
same time.
This paper presents a novel concept of routing data in DTN
scenarios, named Data-Driven Routing. The concept is able
to deliver data quickly if needed and to save resources if the
transfered data is not time-critical. This is realized by applying
class-based prioritization of data packets and well-known DTN
routing algorithms.
The approach is motivated by requirements of different realworld use cases. In many outdoor scenarios communication
between cooperating machines is needed for work process
optimization. However, often neither mobile communication

nor ad hoc communication connceting all nodes is possible. Examples are agriculture, construction work and surface
mining. In particular, the presented work aims at enabling
communication between agricultural machines for the optimization of harvesting logistics in rural areas. The work is
performed in the German national project KOMOBAR [1]
together with agricultural machine manufacturers. Organizing
and controlling a grain or corn harvest requires data about the
current status of harvesters, tractors and trailers. Furthermore,
data on machine faults has to be communicated as fast as
possible to reduce downtime of broken harvesters.
The reminder of the paper is organized as follows: First,
related work in the areas of data prioritization and DTNs is
presented. Section III introduces the concept of Data-Driven
Routing, followed by an evaluation using a grain harvest
scenario in Section IV. The paper concludes summarizing
results in Section V.
II. R ELATED W ORK
The following section summarizes related work relevant for
Data-Driven Routing.
A. Prioritizing Data
Ensuring the delivery of important, time-critical data ahead
of less-critical or non-critical data requires mechanisms to
prioritize data against each other. Different techniques for
prioritization of data packets exist, mostly based on the Class
of Service (CoS) approach: Data packets are categorized into
a number of classes according to the requirements of the
contained data [2]. When sending data to other nodes, one
class / queue is handled after the other following a defined
order of priority. Weighted-Fair-Queuing or Priority Jumps
may be applied if needed. It is important to remember that
no guarantee for channel characteristics, delivery latencies or
bandwidth can be given in delay-tolerant scenarios.
B. Delay-Tolerant Networking
Delay-Tolerant Networking describes the realization of
communication in intermittent, discontinued and dynamic
environments [3]. Data is saved temporally on intermediate
nodes and forwarded to newly encountered nodes, following
the store-carry-forward principle [4]. The Bundle Protocol [5]
is the reference protocol for the realization of DTNs. It inserts
a Bundle Layer between application and communication layers
to implement hop-to-hop communication.

C. DTN Routing Algorithms
A key issue in delay-tolerant routing is the lack of knowledge about the future structure of the network. Nodes have
no or just little data about future node contacts and communication opportunities. Depending on the level of knowledge,
DTN routing is categorized into deterministic or stochastic
routing [6] [7]. This paper addresses stochastic scenarios
including highly mobile, dynamic nodes and time-restricted
node movement repetitions.
Epidemic Routing [8] is a pragmatic approach of transferring data through a DTN. Since no data about communication
paths is available, data packets are transfered to every node
encountered in the network. Correspondingly, the network is
flooded with packet copies which spread quickly across the
network. Epidemic Routing may lead to congestion situations
depending on the network load.
Spray&Wait Routing [9] is an optimization of Epidemic
Routing and tries to minimize the amount of created packet
copies. The algorithm features a configuration value n specifying the maximum number of copies allowed for every data
packet. The source of a data transfer is allowed to create packet
copies. Alternatively, in Binary Spray&Wait the source shares
the number of packet copies with encountered nodes till no
copies are left.
Prophet Routing [10] introduces encounter probability values for the destination of a data transfer. Every time a node
is encountered, the probability for this node is increased.
Probability values are exchanged prior to the actual data
transfer. If the probability for the destination is higher at the
newly encountered node, packets are copied or forwarded. The
Prophet algorithm reduces the number of copies, but not every
possible communication path through the network is used any
longer.
Beside Epidemic Routing, Spray&Wait and Prophet Routing, many more routing algorithms exist. MaxProp [11] and
Nectar [12] both try to optimize packet distribution, duplication and deletion using delivery-likelihoods and neighborhood
indexes respectively. Biological [13] and social [14] inspired
DTN routing algorithms exist. Detailed data about more DTN
routing algorithms can be found in the literature [15] [16].
III. C ONCEPT OF DATA -D RIVEN ROUTING
None of the existing approaches selects and combines
routing algorithms based on the requirements of the data
to be transfered. Data-Driven Routing allows delay-tolerant
scenarios to deliver time-critical data ahead of other, less
critical data. Most important, it ensures best possible latency
values when needed while saving network resources.
A. Prioritize Data
In many DTN scenarios important data is defined by data
that is time-critical (cf. Section I). Data-Driven Routing does
not require a certain CoS mechanism nor it is defining its
own mechanism for data prioritization. Instead, Data-Driven
Routing is compatible to existing prioritization mechanisms
which are based on classes or queues.

A simple class-based prioritization mechanism is used to
demonstrate Data-Driven Routing in this paper. The mechanism features three classes from High to Low, where data of
class High represents the most time-critical data:
•
•
•

Class High: Important data / time-critical data
(e.g. machine fault notifications)
Class Middle: Normal data
(e.g. status data)
Class Low: Background data
(e.g. tracing data)

Data of class High is transfered first when communication
opportunities occur. Data of class Middle is next, followed
by data of class Low. Again: Other prioritization mechanisms
(e.g. including Weighted-Fair-Queuing or Priority Jumps) may
be used if needed.
B. Combining Routing Algorithms
Copy-based routing algorithms try to use every chance of
finding a communication path through the network by flooding
it with packet copies (cf. Section II). This approach will
quickly lead to an overloaded network, unable to deliver
any data. History-based algorithms such as Prophet reduce
the number of packet copies by the calculation of encounter
probability values. The learning of reliable communication
routes may take time and not every communication possibility
will be used. Furthermore, Prophets algorithm is unable to
handle highly mobile and dynamic nodes. This points out
that some DTN routing algorithms may have their strength
in finding communication paths as fast as possible and their
drawbacks in saving network resources. Others might save network resources efficiently but have drawbacks in fast delivery.
DTN scenarios apply a DTN routing algorithm that seems
to fit the scenario requirements best. However, a single routing
algorithm is not able to fulfill the requirements of every prioritization class. In other words: Existing DTN algorithms are not
able to deliver time-critical data quickly without exhausting
network resources in dynamic scenarios. There is no option to
transfer time-critical and non-critical data differently.
Ensuring fastest delivery of time-critical data (data of class
High in the example prioritization scheme) while saving
network resources at the same time requires a combination of
DTN routing algorithms. The combination of algorithms is the
key concept to optimize a DTN scenario for all kinds of data
relevant in the scenario. Data-Driven Routing is realized by
assigning every prioritization class a DTN routing algorithm
that firstly fits best to the requirements of the class data.
Secondary, the requirements of the overall scenario are taken
into account. If classes have similar requirements, the same
routing algorithm may be used.
IV. E VALUATION OF DATA -D RIVEN ROUTING
Data-Driven Routing is evaluated in an agricultural grain
harvest scenario using Epidemic, Spray&Wait and Prophet
Routing.
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A. Simulation Scenario
Fig. 1 illustrates the setting of the grain harvest scenario.
It consists of five harvesters working on different grain fields.
Tractors pick up and transport the grain to a central silo or
a farm. A technician is checking operation by moving between harvesters, silo and farm. Scenario runtime is 10hours,
representing a typical day of harvest. Tractors transport grain
at a speed of 30km/h while the technician moves around at
50km/h. Every time a tractor reaches a harvester, silo or farm,
it waits a random time between 1.5min and 3min to load /
unload grain. In contrast to tractors, the technician stays about
15min to 60min at a destination.
Table I shows details about sources, destinations and frequencies of the scenario data. Prioritization classes High to
Low (cf. Section III-A) are used, defining machine fault data
as most important and time-critical data. Picture data is used
for documentation and represents non-critical data.
TABLE I
P RIORITIZATION CLASSES FOR SCENARIO DATA

Status data
Picture data

Direction
Harvester
to technician
Harvester
to silo
Harvester
to silo

Harvester 5

Farm

Fig. 1.

Type
Error data

Harvester 3

Tractor

Silo with
central server

Freq.
100s

Size
200Byte

Priority
High

60s

200Byte

Middle

20s

50, 000Byte

Low

B. Simulation Setup
The scenario is evaluated using OMNeT++ [20] and the
INET framework [21]. DSDV is applied as MANET routing
algorithm, UDP realizes all data transmissions. For the delaytolerant communication, a basic Bundle Protocol as well
as Epidemic, Spray&Wait and Prophet Routing have been
implemented.
Four different routing configurations are applied for evaluation. The first two configurations form the evaluation

basis by telling all prioritization classes to use Epidemic
Routing and Prophet Routing respectively. In addition, two
configurations represent Data-Driven Routing. The first one
(Epidemic-Prophet-Prophet) applies Epidemic Routing to
High class data and Prophet Routing for Middle as well
as Low class data. The second Data-Driven configuration
(Epidemic-Spray&Wait-Prophet) also applies Epidemic Routing to High class data. However, Middle class data uses Binary
Spray&Wait Routing (four copies) and Low class data is
configured to apply Prophet Routing (no copy threshold at
0.85). If the delivery probability of the next node is above
0.85, packets are forwarded instead of copied.
C. Simulation Results
The simulation results focus on the analysis of the delivery
ratios, the data transfer latencies and the amount of created
packet copies. All values affect each other.
Fig. 2 presents the averaged delivery ratios of the different
routing algorithms Epidemic, Prophet, the Data-Driven combination of both Epidemic-Prophet-Prophet and the second
combination Epidemic-Spray&Wait-Prophet. Epidemic Routing reaches high delivery ratios for time-critical and noncritical data. However, starting at 100M Byte of produced
data per hour the delivery ratios decrease constantly due to
overload situations in the scenario. A closer look at timecritical High class data for the Epidemic Routing Algorithm
proves the success of handling data by priority classes (cf. Fig.
2 b). Delivery ratios are slightly better compared to all data in
Fig. 2 a). Prophet performs considerable worse due to required
learning times for meaningful probability values. Furthermore,
Prophet is not able to handle the highly mobile technician.
Prophets delivery ratios for High class data are 10−15% worse
compared to the epidemic approach. Epidemic-Spray&WaitProphet performs best for High class data. However, due to
the extensive use of packet copies for classes Middle and
Low the delivery ratio for all data is low (cf. Fig. 2 a).
The combination of Epidemic-Prophet-Prophet provides very
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high and stable delivery ratios for time-critical data, especially
at high network loads. In this configuration the epidemic
approach is only applied to class High data which leads to
later network overload situations.
The latencies for all and time-critical data is illustrated by
Fig. 3. Epidemic achieves the lowest latency values until the
network overloads and latencies for Low and Middle class data
start to grow extensively. Prophet has slightly higher latency
values, again due to learning of probabilities. However, it is
worth to point out that Prophet delivers less data packets
to the destination (cf. Fig. 2). The latency values do not
consider undelivered packets. The combination of EpidemicSpray&Wait-Prophet performs good for High class data due
to the usage of Epidemic Routing. In contrast, Fig. 3 a) shows
much higher latencies for Epidemic-Spray&Wait-Prophet. The
reason for this is based in the restricted number of packet
copies for priorities Middle and Low, which results in limited distribution of the data packets. If all four copies are
used, packets have to wait until the current node encounters
the destination. Epidemic-Prophet-Prophet performs best and
provides solid latencies for all data classes.
Fig. 4 illustrates the created packet copies in the agricultural
scenario. Epidemic Routing clearly creates the most packet
copies which leads to low delivery ratios at high network loads.
Prophet is identified as a more resource saving routing algorithm. The Epidemic-Prophet-Prophet configuration results in
slightly higher packet copies compared to Prophet, but much
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less compared to Epidemic Routing. Epidemic-Spray&WaitProphet saves the most network resources. However, it also
fails to provide solid delivery ratios.
The evaluation of the presented Data-Driven Routing concept points out the need for appropriate routing algorithms depending on the requirements of the data to be transfered. Epidemic Routing only works well for low network loads. Prophet
Routing is not able to achieve high delivery ratios for important data. A configuration of Epidemic-Spray&Wait-Prophet
only works well for data of class High and presents a nonoptimal combination of DTN routing algorithms. However,
Epidemic-Prophet-Prophet meets the requirements needed for
the agricultural DTN scenario. This configuration enables fast

delivery of time-critical data while saving network resources
when transferring less critical data at the same time. DataDriven Routing may enable DTN scenarios to optimize delivery and resource usage by data prioritization and DTN routing
combination.
V. C ONCLUSION
Most delay-tolerant scenarios include a broad range of
data equipped with different requirements for time-critical
delivery. As of today, DTN scenarios select a DTN routing
algorithm that fits best. Due to varying data requirements
this is not feasible for many scenarios. Consequences are
network overload situations and / or high delivery latencies.
The concept of Data-Driven Routing for DTNs combines
prioritization classes with appropriate DTN routing algorithms
to meet scenario and data delivery requirements at the same
time. Flexible, scenario-based selection of data prioritization
mechanisms and allocation of DTN routing algorithms allows
to use every chance for transferring time-critical data through
the DTN while saving network resources at the delivery of
less or non-critical data. The concept evaluation using an
agricultural grain harvest scenario demonstrated the need for
and success of a Data-Driven Routing mechanism in DTN
scenarios. Compared to the usage of a single DTN routing
algorithm, the Data-Driven solution was able to deliver timecritical data as fast as possible while not overloading the
networking with less-critical data.
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